Learning Services

Managing Enterprise Networks with Cisco Prime Infrastructure

The Managing Enterprise Networks with Cisco Prime™ Infrastructure is an instructor-led, lab-based, hands-on course offered by Cisco® Learning Services. This course provides network engineers and technicians with tools necessary to design, deploy, operate, and optimize enterprise networks with the Cisco Prime Infrastructure solution.

Duration
Instructor-led training (ILT): 5 days
Virtual Instructor-led training (VILT): 5 days

Target Audience
The intended audience for this course is network engineers and technicians.

Targeted roles include:
- Designers
- Installers
- Operations personnel
- High-level troubleshooters
- Compliance managers

Tasks and Features Covered
The tasks and features covered in Managing Enterprise Networks with Cisco Prime Infrastructure are centered around network management.
Course Prerequisites

The knowledge and skills that you must have before attending this course are as follows:

- Knowledge of networks and networking terminology (CCNA® Routing and Switching qualifications, or equivalent)
- Knowledge of wireless networks and wireless networking terminology (CCNA® Wireless qualifications, or equivalent)
- Basic understanding of Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and syslog network management components, or previous training in, or experience with, network administration, management, and troubleshooting.

Course Outline

- Module 1: Cisco Prime Infrastructure Overview
- Module 2: Inventory Management
- Module 3: Map the Network
- Module 4: Role-Based Access Control
- Module 5: Configuration Management
- Module 6: Compliance Management
- Module 7: Services Management
- Module 8: Monitor and Troubleshoot
- Module 9: System Administration

Lab Outline

- Lab 1: Access Cisco Prime Infrastructure
- Lab 2: Cisco Prime Infrastructure Configuration
- Lab 3: Populate the Network Inventory
- Lab 4: Manage the Network Inventory
- Lab 5: Manage Groups
- Lab 6: Manage Device Software Images
- Lab 7: Manage Wireless Maps
- Lab 8: Manage Network Topology Maps
- Lab 9: Create a Virtual Domain and Add a User
- Lab 10: Manage the Configuration Archive
- Lab 11: Manage Wired Device Templates
- Lab 12: Manage Wireless Device Configurations
- Lab 13: Manage Compliance Features
- Lab 14: Manage Converged Access Work Flow
- Lab 15: Manage AVC and QoS
- Lab 16: Monitor Devices and Interfaces
• Lab 17: Monitor the Wireless Network
• Lab 18: Track Clients Users, and Applications
• Lab 19: Generate Reports
• Lab 20: Cisco Prime API Operation
• Lab 21: Configure Operations Center

Lab Topology

Figure 1 shows the lab topology for all labs in this course.

**Figure 1.  Course Lab Topology**

Registration Email

For more information about schedules and registration for this course, contact aeskt_registration@cisco.com.

Cisco Capital: Financing to Help You Achieve Your Objectives

Cisco Capital® financing can help you acquire the technology you need to achieve your objectives and stay competitive. We can help you reduce capital expenditures (CapEx), accelerate your growth, and optimize your investment dollars and ROI. Cisco Capital financing gives you flexibility in acquiring hardware, software, services, and complementary third-party equipment. And there’s just one predictable payment. Cisco Capital financing is available in more than 100 countries. Learn more.
For More Information

For more information about other Cisco services and training, visit the following websites:

- Cisco Learning Services for Cisco products and technologies: [http://www.cisco.com/go/cls](http://www.cisco.com/go/cls)